Machine learning (ML) offers several supervised learning algorithms to build classifiers for developing accurate decision support systems. However, the selection of robust classifier for reliable decision making in healthcare domain is three-fold: accuracy, refraining for low confidence decisions, and the cost of decisions. In the field of medical science, there are costs associated with the incorrect and the refraining from decisions, which can have negative implications in devising adequate therapeutic interventions. For example, it may be life threating if a cancer patient is declared as healthy one (misclassification cost) or decision remains pending for some time (rejection cost). In this work we proposed the concept of Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs), which is an extension of Accuracy Rejection Curves (ARCs); a threedimensional visualization technique to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of classification algorithms over different rejection regions and normalized-cost (NC) to select the robust classifier. ARNCCs method holds ARCs plot on two dimensions, in addition it computes NC at third dimension against ratio of false positive costs and ratio of rejection costs obtained at different rejection rates. The proposed three-dimensional graphs have the potential to answer a variety of questions regarding accuracy, rejection rate and NC of a classifier. Six publicly available cancer datasets (four breast cancer and two lung cancer) having clinical parameters obtained from ML repository of University of California, Irvine (UCI) were used to assess the performance of proposed ARNCCs in this study. Empirical results show that ARNCCs provide broad range of decisions to choose the desired parameters (accuracy, rejection rate and NC) for further necessary actions as compared to traditional ARCs method. ARNCCs framework has the ability to more logically compare the performances of classification algorithms in terms of accuracy, rejection rate and NC based scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning based research formally targets on the hypothesis, efficient development, computation and relevant properties of learning frameworks. It is a multidisciplinary field that incorporates artificial intelligence, statistics, optimization theory and numerous other areas of sciences [1] - [4] . Due to its suitability in a variety of applications, machine learning has been adapted in almost every filed of science, imposing huge impact on the science and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fatih Emre Boran . society [5] . It is often used on diverse application areas, including recognition systems, autonomous control systems, bioinformatics, recommendation engineering and data mining [6] .
Use of machine learning techniques to predict and analyze different problems is becoming inevitable in almost every field of life [7] . During last two decades numerous novel machine learning techniques have been proposed by researchers for predictive data analysis [8] - [14] . These techniques have been used in several complex and data-intensive research areas like astronomy, biology, healthcare and other areas to mine the hidden information [15] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Medical diagnosis is a serious concern where a single mistake can have devastating effects for clinical decision making and for devising therapeutic interventions. In decisions based on medical diagnosis, if a sample becomes unable to qualify a pre-defined confidence score, then it must be referred to other classification systems or human experts for further decision making. As a result, a classifier (having predefined target class labels) may be modified to include a ''reject'' option during predictive analysis. It may work by rejecting the sample that is unable to achieve the desired confidence level. To minimize the error likelihood, Chow [16] introduced the reject option for the samples attaining insufficient predictive scores. Rejected sample is referred to human expert or other classification system for further expert opinion.
The reject option technique in machine learning predictive analysis is used in several studies [16] - [23] . Chow [16] , [17] suggested that generally the samples for which predictive confidence (computed over posterior probabilities) is insufficiently high, should not be classified to decrease the error likelihood. Dubuisson and Masson [18] extended reject option proposed by Chow [16] , [17] and suggested that, in a feature space, there may be two types of samples which increase error likelihood: those which are in overlap region between two known classes and those which are far from decision boundary. Therefore, Dubuisson and Masson [18] defined two different types of reject options: an ambiguity reject option and a distance reject option. Fumera and Roli [19] addressed the problem of implementing the reject option in support vector machines (SVMs) [20] . They suggested that, under the framework of the structural risk minimization principle, the rejection region must be determined during the training phase of a classifier. Landgrebe et al. [21] performed an analytic study on a controlled experiment followed by experiments on real-world data sets with the distance-based reject-option classifier. Hanczar and Dougherty [22] proposed an algorithm that aimed to produce a classifier with the smallest error rate possible. Yuan and Wegkamp [23] addressed the problem of binary classification with a reject option for overall risk minimization in which withholding the decision of classifying an observation had less risk than that of misclassification.
Cost is an important aspect of any classification system which is mainly concerned with making rational decisions. For robust decision making, some costs may be associated with correct classification and/or misclassification which can vary from problem to problem. For example, wrong diagnoses of a disease or decisions about therapeutic interventions may put human lives in danger. As some of the therapeutic interventions are irreversible and thus may have higher costs in case of wrong decisions. For instance, partially or completely removing one side of lung on the bases of being infected by cancer is irreversible and will cost the loss of precious portion of lung in-case of a wrong decision. Likewise, wrong decision to conduct a surgery for removing a suspected brain tumor can be more costly as for as human lives are concerned. Therefore, to avoid serious consequences of wrong diagnoses and therapeutic interventions, a physician has to take decisions with great confidence. Generally, it is believed that a major cause of wrong decision-making is low confidence in predictions. Therefore, decisions about therapeutic interventions and disease diagnosis must only be done with great confidence without considering the low confidence predictions. In such cases, a cost may be associated with low confidence predictions for which decisions are withheld. Thus, field of medical sciences is in desperate need of an automated system for robust classification in terms of improved accuracy, high confidence on predictions, and reduced cost due to wrong decisions.
Pillai et al. [24] considered reject option for multi-label classification problems in application scenarios where a classifier had low accuracy and manual annotations were tiring and time consuming. In particular, multi-label accuracy measures were extended to take into account rejections and defined manual annotation cost as a cost function.
Friedel and co-workers [25] introduced Abstention Cost Curves (ACCs) to illustrate the performances of classification algorithms in reject option scenarios. ACCs compute the normalized-cost (NC) of a classifier against single rejection window for a broad range of cost settings. Nadeem and colleagues [26] proposed Accuracy Rejection Curves (ARCs) to compare the performance of classification algorithms by computing accuracy as a function of their rejection rate. ARCs do not deal with the cost associated with rejection or misclassification which is an important factor for clinical decision making. In this study, we proposed Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs), a threedimensional framework to address the issues related with accuracy, rejection rate and cost of a classifier. ARNCCs are reduced to two dimensions for easier analysis by using color coding as third dimension for NC. The proposed methodology has the potential to compare the performance of RO classifiers in varying cost settings.
Traditional machine learning (ML) based classifiers classify all the samples without taking into account the reliability of the prediction and have higher misclassification rates because they do not use the concept of reject option (RO). RO proposed by Chow [16] suggested to reject the decisions made by traditional ML classifier for which reliability of decision is less than a specified threshold. The methodology of ARCs [26] can only be used to compare the accuracies of RO classifiers at varying rejection rates but it does not consider the overall costs of RO classifiers' that is computed based on the rejection and misclassification costs. Friedel and co-workers [25] used ACCs to estimate the costs of RO classifiers. This approach selects robust RO classifier by visually analyzing several individual graphs of different RO classifiers for varying costs settings, which is an extremely hard task for a specific problem under consideration. In this study, we proposed Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs) to address the limitations of ARCs and Abstention Cost Curves (ACCs) by incorporating Normalized-Cost (NC) in Accuracy Rejection Curves (ARCs) for the selection of robust RO classifier. Furthermore, rank values are computed using equations 12 and 13 to select the robust RO classifier for a given set of ARNCCs.
In this section, the importance of different types of costs in RO scenarios and literature review of RO classifiers are presented. The basic concepts of developing RO classifiers and cost scenarios are summarized in Section II. In section III, the methodology of proposed Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs) is presented. Section IV (Experimentation) gives a summary of datasets used in this work, and briefly introduces how learning algorithms are used to evaluate the proposed ARNCCs. In Section V (Results and discussion) obtained results are presented first and then it is discussed that how proposed ARNCCs are beneficial for more robust decision making. Finally, Conclusion and Feature Directions are detailed in Section VI.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
Generally, a ML based classifier assigns discrete class labels to all the samples without considering the reliability of the prediction which results in higher error rates. In this section, basic concepts about RO classifiers, ARCs, and Abstention Cost Curves are presented.
A. REJECT OPTION IN CLASSIFICATION
Consider a binary classification problem where individual example is assigned one out of two possible class labels (Say Positive and Negative C = {+1, −1}). A classifier is built using labeled data set and a supervised machine learning algorithm (such as SVM [20] , [27] , k-nearest neighbor (kNN) [28] , [29] , random Forests (RF) [30] - [32] . The built classifier assigns a discrete class label (from one of the target values) to unseen samples from test data set as
Any classifier which predicts that class label for which it has the highest confidence is called a Bayes classifier.
where x is an example from test set and p (C i | x) is the posterior probability of x to be in class +1 or class −1.
One of the most important metrics of efficacy of a built classifier is its accuracy. But the built classifier may wrongly predict some of the positive examples as negative and some of the negative examples as positive. In such cases, the notion of confusion matrix M can be defined as:
where TP, TN, FN, FP are True Positive, True Negative, False Negative, and False Positive counts respectively. The confusion matrix M may be used to compute different evaluation measures (accuracy, error rate for example) to assess the performance of a classifier. These counts are obtained by the classifier after accessing likelihoods of each class for every example in the test set. If the likelihoods for both of the classes of an example from test set may not differ very much then it becomes a cause of low confidence predictions. As stated earlier, according to Chow [16] such low confidence examples should not be classified/predicted and reject option should be opted. Therefore, equation (1) is extended as
Similarly, equation (2) becomes
where τ is the rejection threshold that defines the rejection window. The classifier rejects an example if it lies in rejection window by assuming that the prediction is not sufficiently reliable. Thus, for inclusion of reject option, confusion matrix M may be extended to reject option confusion matrix (say M rej ) by including Rejected Positive (RP), and Rejected Negative (RN ) counts as:
After inclusion of Reject Option, rejection rate may be computed along-with accuracy/error rate of a classifier for a specific rejection threshold.
B. ACCURACY REJECTION CURVES (ARCs)
Based on the methodology of Reject Option, ARC technique [25] is used to compare the performances of different reject option classifiers against their rejection rates. For a sample under observation, rejection has different effects on the accuracies of different classifiers whereas robust classifier depends on the rejection rate too. ARCs compare the performances of classification algorithms by gradually increasing rejection regions from 0% to 100% and by using equation (4) along-with M Rej matrix to compute accuracy and rejection rates for each of the rejection regions. Reason behind 100% rejection is to analyze the impact of rejection against all possible rejection rates [26] .
Nadeem and co-workers [25] generated an ARC in a manner that accuracy of a classifier is plotted against its rejection rate, ranging from 0% to 100%. At 100% rejection, accuracy of a classifier is 100% i.e. converging on the point (100, 100). Starting point of ARC is (0, a%), where a% is the initial accuracy of the classifier without rejection. To select the robust classifier by using ARC method, it is important to know the required accuracy level, the appropriate rejection rate or both. If the desirable accuracy is the criterion, we move horizontally over the graph of ARC and choose the classifier with minimum rejection rate. Conversely, if the tolerable rejection rate is the criterion, then we select the classifier with maximum attainable accuracy at specified rejection rate [26] .
It is evident from the Fig. 1 that although ARCs offer comparison of accuracy of different classifiers in a varying rejection rates but the important factor of cost, which is a crucial parameter in clinical decision making, is missing in this approach.
C. ABSTENTION COST CURVES (ACCs)
Friedel and colleagues [25] proposed Abstention Cost Curves which is a three dimensional graphical method to demonstrate the strengths as well as weaknesses of reject option enabled classification algorithms for a wide range of costs. It is a generalized form of cost curves introduced by [33] . In ACC, expected cost is computed over all ratios of false-positives costs and false negative costs, rejection cost and false negative costs.
To obtain ACC, let w ∈ W be a rejection window out of a set of rejection windows W , and CM (created on the concepts of confusion matrix M to include costs of rejection) be the cost matrix which contains the information about the costs associated with every pair of original target labels, predicted target labels and rejections. 
CM
In many applications, negative and positive rejection costs are considered same. Hence,
Normalized Rejection Cost (γ ):
Normalized Cost (NC) using rejection window w:
where, FN (w) is the count of false negative occurrences, FP (w) is the count of false positive occurrences, r (w) is the count of rejections in w th rejection window and s is the size of test set. ACC exhibits optimal rejection settings and are able to compare two classifiers over a broad range of FPC, FNC and RC settings. Experimental results based on datasets obtained from machine learning repository of University of California, Irvine (UCI) 1 show that, after application of reject option, classifiers exhibit diverse patterns of behavior. These types of patterns were not shown by traditional performance metrics or graphical techniques [25] .
ACCs graphs by Friedel et al. (2006) present the NC on Z-axis computed against the ratio of false positive costs to false negative costs ρ beside X-axis while the ratio of rejection costs to false negative costs γ along y-axis.
III. PROPOSED ACCURACY REJECTION NORMALIZED-COST CURVES (ARNCCs)
ARCs provide a decision space to select the desired accuracy and/or rejection rate with in a set of rejection windows but do not deal with costs beard at different rejection rates while ACC provides a mechanism to compute normalized cost at different rejection rates. There must be a system which may graphically answer the questions related with accuracy, rejection rate and costs at the same time.
In this work, we proposed to extend the ARCs (where accuracy is computed for each rejection window and plotted against its rejection rate and each rejection window contains some number of rejected examples and misclassifications) by computing NC (using some specific FNC, FPC, and RC setting) for each rejection window of ARCs. This extended version of ARCs is termed as Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs). Definition 1 (accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curve (ARNCC)): An ARNCC is a function representing the classifier accuracy as a function of its rejection rate as well as it's normalized-cost (NC) for the same rejection rate.
ARNCCs holds two-dimensional ARCs plot (computed by using equation (4) along-with M Rej matrix) plus it displays NC as a third dimension computed by using equation (9) and is represented as color spectrum in ARNCC graphs.
For ARNCCs, equation (9) is used to compute the NEC for all w ∈ W (where W is the set of all rejection windows), while Accuracy and Rejection Rate for w ∈ W (Acc (w) &RR (w) ) are computed by the notion of confusion matrix (M rej ) as:
A. COMPARING CLASSIFIERS USING ARNCCs
While comparing classifiers using ARNCCs, the hypothesis is that for some specific cost settings (FPC, FNC, and RC) we may have different costs for each of the rejection window and for each of the classifiers used (from 1 to n). Therefore, the selection of robust classifier for a problem; the accuracyrejection tradeoff should be augmented with NC. The robust classifier at an accepted Rejection Rate (RR) should be the one with maximum rank value (RV) computed by using equations (9) & (10) as:
and for a desired accuracy (dAccu) rank value computed by equations (9) & (11) will be:
where, RV is the rank value of that classifier (will be called robust classifier) for which; 1: the difference of Accuracy (NAcc) and NC is the maximum value among differences of NAcc and NC (in case of accepted RR) of all n classifiers considered for comparison and/or 2: for which the sum of RR and NC is the minimum value among sums of RR and NC ( in case of desired accuracy) for all n classifiers under consideration. 
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
In this section the data and the experimental details used to evaluate the usefulness of proposed [20] , [27] , Support Vector Machine with radial kernel (SVMR) [20] , Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [38] , Random Forest (RF) [31] , [32] , [39] , [40] , and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [41] . Model learning and evaluation is performed using 10-fold cross validation. Results were averaged over ten trials and the final ARNCC for each of the classifiers were computed using equations (9), (10) & (11). 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section demonstrates the results of ARNCCs based on the series of experiments conducted on six datasets using five learning algorithms to build RO classifiers over varying FNC, FPC and RC settings. We divide this section into two sub sections: first, we demonstrate the behavior of individual ARNCCs over varying rejection rates; second, the ARNCCs obtained using five different RO classifiers were compared for the selection of robust classifier as per equations (12) and (13) . We have made extensive analyses on varying cost settings but here only typical results are presented. ARNCC incorporates three aspects of classification system namely Accuracy, Rejection Rate and Normalized Cost of a classifier in a single graph. X-axis is used to show RR (0% (no reject) to 100%), Y-axis indicates corresponding Accuracy (in percentage) while normalized cost is displayed as a color spectrum ranging from 0 to 100. Information contained in ARNCCs can be obtained in two different ways based on the selection criterion of the robust classifier. Frist: if accepted RR is the selection criterion then ARNCCs plots should be observed vertically and the RO classifier having maximum RV (computed using equation 12) will be preferred for selection because it is the robust classifier as per analysis of ARNCCs. Second: if minimum desired accuracy is the criterion then ARNCCs plots should be explored horizontally and the RO classifier having minimum RV (computed using equation 13) will be selected as the robust classifier. Fig. 2 shows the ARNCC of SVML classifier for WPBC dataset. Generally, NC depends on the initial cost settings provided by the domain experts at the time of predictive analysis. Initial cost settings for the experiments resulted in Fig. 2 are; λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42. False Negative Cost is always considered maximum i.e. 1. At 0 percent rejection rate (at no rejection) accuracy is low. NC is maximum at the start of the curve (bottom left) and 0 between 25% and 75% rejection rate (RR). ARNCCs answers a variety of questions related with accuracy, rejection and cost of a classifier. ARNCCs can be read in different ways according to the requirements. Observing Fig. 2 , if accuracy is the required target, for example at 90 percent accuracy, rejection rate is 25 percent, and NC is 5.494. Similarly, at 50 percent rejection rate, 95 percent accuracy can be achieved with NC=29.211. Traversing through ARNCC of SVML, it could be observed that, from 0 to 55 percent rejection rate, range of NC is 0 to 33.12 that depicts a safe cost range.
A. BEHAVIOR OF INDIVIDUAL ARNCCs OVER VARYING REJECTION RATES
Varying cost settings (FPC and RC) revealed different curves. Fig. 3 shows the higher cost values of NC towards increasing rejection rate due to higher value of RC. Lower initials cost of RC and higher cost of FPC produce a different curve representing higher values of NC at the bottom edge of ARCCs as shown in Fig. 3 where ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.08. Much lower rejection costs encourage the false positive costs to dominate through ARNCCs. As discussed earlier, NC is maximum on the bottom of ARNCCs which decreases gradually with increasing rejection rate. Due to huge difference between ρ and γ where ρ is much higher than γ , resultant curve shows higher values of NC on the bottom edge. Rejection for a certain level is recommended to avoid huge cost of misclassification. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the results of ARNCCs based on SVML and LDA classifiers respectively for WPBC dataset with initial cost settings i.e. FNC=1, ρ = 0.67, γ = 0.17. Higher values of NC exist on edges representing that without rejection (or at low rejection rate) and similarly at higher rejection rates the learning algorithm may not be recommended for prediction purposes for the problem under consideration. The curves obtained depict the safe cost range in middle rejection regions where we have better accuracy as compared to accuracy without rejection. One can pick the robust parameters of desired accuracy, rejection rate and NC according to given cost settings. Fig. 6 shows the ARNCCs of all used classifiers based on the results of WPBC dataset for different cost settings. Initial 
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CLASSIFIERS USING ARNCCs
ARNCCs can be used to compare the performance of different classification algorithms in different ways. Fig. 7 diverse behavior of ARNCCs becomes evident. From 20% rejection, SVMR separated itself from RF and maintained its supremacy till convergence at 100%. As it can be observed at 40% rejection, SVMR attained 90% accuracy bearing a NC of 28.51 (RV as per equation 12 is 61.49), while RF is at 89% with a cost of 36.39 (RV=52.61 using equation 12). ARNCCs of SVML and LDA also performed well with increasing rejection rate. Despite having the same accuracies at 0% rejection, SVML and LDA proved robust classifiers over SVMR and RF at certain rejection levels. At 40% rejection rate, ARCs analysis reveals that LDA (94% accuracy) is better than SVMR (90% accuracy), RF (89% accuracy) SVML (93% accuracy) RO classifiers. At the same rejection rate, normalized cost for LDA is 19.68, SVMR is 28.51, RF is 36.39 while that of SVML is 18.48. The analysis of ARNCCs and computation of RV using rejection rate and NC values through equation 13 suggests that instead of LDA, SVML (RV 58.48) is better than other three RO classifiers (RF RV=76.39, SVMR RV=68.51 and LDA RV =59.68).
In some situations, two or more classifiers have the same accuracies but different costs at same rejection rate. For example, in Fig. 8 for WPBC dataset, RF and kNN both have the same accuracy of 90% at 47% rejection rate but 45.06 and 16.92 NC respectively. ARNCC analysis based on equation 13 shows that RV of RF is 92.06 while that of kNN is 63.92 and hence kNN is robust classifier in this analysis. Similarly, in Fig. 10 , based on breast-cancer data, SVMR, LDA and RF have 87% accuracy at 37% rejection rate, but they possess different normalized costs i.e. 25.12, 20.94 and 23.72 respectively. Here, if we just consider the methodology of ARCs (Nadeem et. al., 2010) all three RO classifiers are similar in performance (having same accuracy), while through the proposed methodology of ARNCCs, the computation of RV values of SVMR, LDA and RF using equation 12 reveals that LDA (RV=66.06) is robust classifier as compared to SVMR (RV=61.88) and RF (RV=63.28). Fig. 9 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using WPBC dataset for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.08. Rejection cost was set to very low as compared to false positive cost. False positive costs are dominating throughout ARNCCs insisting user to do reject for certain rejection level. At 0 percent rejection all classifiers showing maximum costs. Traversing through ARNCCs, for more than 25% rejection, SVML and LDA enter into low NC range. But the safe cost range for rest of classifiers is beyond this point. SVMR is showing higher cost values till 40% rejection rate and RF is costly till 50% rejection level. Fig.13 to Fig. 18 (in appendix) show the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using different datasets for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17, 0.08. Experiments were conducted by using different rejection costs. One common thing that was found for all the datasets was that, for higher rejection cost settings; ARNCCs show higher NC values towards the top i.e. at higher RR. Similarly, for smaller rejection costs ARNCCs show higher NC values towards bottom edges of ARNCCs i.e. at lower RR. For midrange rejection costs, higher NC values were found towards edges of ARNCCs. Fig. 13 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using WPBC data set for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08. Fig. 13(a) shows the ARNCCs based on the rejection cost of 0.42. Considering only ARCs part, we can see that SVML and LDA performed almost similar from start to end. But a deep analysis based on RV reveals a different picture. RVs computed on acceptable rejection rates show that, initially at 5% and 10% rejection, both classifiers have the same RV values that is, 81 and 83 respectively. But 15% to 35% rejection, SVML becomes the robust classifier over LDA by showing higher RV values. Fig. 13(b) , (c) and (d) show the ARNCCs based on the rejection costs of 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08 respectively. One can easily find higher NC values moving towards bottom of ARNCCs by gradually decreasing initial rejection costs. Consequently, due to lower rejection costs, false positive costs dominate through the ARNCCs. Fig. 14(a) , ARNCCs showed higher costs towards top. Most of the classifiers exhibited higher NC values beyond 40% RR. Fig. 15 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using WBCD data set for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08.
In Fig.15(a Fig. 16 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using Breast-cancer data set for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08. In Fig. 16(a) , at a rejection rate of 40%, SVMR, LDA and RF have almost same accuracies, but have different statistics for other parameters. It can be observed that LDA has RV value of 64.2 that is maximum over rest of the classifiers. On the other according to equation 13 for desirable accuracy, it can be observed from the table that, on 80% accuracy SVMR showing 14.7 RV value that is lowest from all other classifiers proving SVMR a robust classifier over others. Fig.17 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using NCCTG lung cancer data set for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08. In Fig.17(a) by considering ARCs part of ARNCCs, we can observe that, RF outperformed all other classifiers with increasing rejection rate more than 20%. According to equation 12, RF also possessed higher RV values than all other classifiers till 40% rejection rate and become robust classifier. From 40% to convergence point, kNN exhibited higher RV values. Fig. 18 shows the ARNCCs of RO classifiers based on the results of experiments by using VA Lung Cancer data set for cost settings: λ = 1, ρ = 0.67 and γ = 0.42, 0.25, 0.17 and 0.08. In Fig. 18(a) according to equation 13, on desirable accuracy of 94%, LDA exhibited lowest RV value of 12.9 that proves it a robust classifier over all others used in this analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this work, we proposed Accuracy Rejection Normalized-Cost Curves (ARNCCs) to analyze and visualize performances of classification algorithms in reject option scenarios against different cost settings. Generally, it is hypothesized that accuracy of a RO classifier increases with increase of rejection rate which it supported by the machine learning literature. Moreover, it is also established that there is a cost associated with wrong decisions (which may vary from problem to problem) made by a classification system contrary to no cost for correct predictions. Computation of cost in case of RO classifiers also depends on rejected samples which again may vary from problem to problem. Furthermore, as accuracies of RO classifiers increase at different rates when we vary rejection rates, the cost of RO classifiers may also vary. Hence, cost of RO classifiers should be taken into consideration while comparing performance of RO classifiers. In this study we have extended the capabilities of ARCs by incorporating NC in ARCs which produced a qualitative framework that answers the variety of questions related with performance of RO classifiers in terms of accuracy, rejection rate and cost of a classification. Three-dimensional graph displays Normalized Cost (NC) along z-axis (indicated as color spectrum) computed against rejection cost at different rejection rates. This framework provides a broad range of decisions to choose the desired parameters (accuracy, rejection rate and cost) for a RO classifier. Experiments were conducted on UCI benchmark clinical cancer datasets using five popular machine learning classification algorithms. Analyses of ARNCCs using proposed equations 12 and 13 also provide a mechanism to compare and analyze the performances of different classification algorithms. Visualization of classification algorithms' behaviors in cost-based scenario at different rejection rates opens other ways of representation and analysis.
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